
From: L!ndsee Gentry 
Neil Cbattedee To: 

Subject: FVV: Is this better? Draft notice to reporters on Ky call 
Monday, October 30, 2017 5:23:11 PM Date: 

Wnat do you think? 

I sent them more articles to pull from to put in at the bottom in place of t:1e pod cast and speech that 

tney 1ave down there now: 

• Bloomberg The Coal Fan With a Chance to Tip the Sea lee; in Its Favor (think this is the one 

you made the copy of but just in case) 

• Bloomberg Markets, U.S. Energv. Regulator Says Coal More Reliable Than Natural Gas 

• The Hill, Fnergy commission head 'syrnpathetjr' to parts of proposal to prop up coal nuclear 

• Washington Examiner New FEHC Chairman Neil Chatterjee to focus on coal. nuclear pl.Jots 

• The Daily Caller Top Elect'ic Gricl Fegu ator Will Make Kee~Ji11g Coal Plant'> Onlirw One Of llis 

Main Goals 

• Platts CJ·atterjee s vision for US FERC includes shot jng up coa:'s plare 10 fuel mix 

Think your Bloomberg Government profile from 2015 could be a good add too for context Meet the 

McConnell advjspr deterrnjoed to stop : lie Clpan Power Plan 

From: Mary O'Driscoll 

Sent: Monday, October 30, 2017 5:17 PM 

To: Lindsee Gentry <Lindsee.Gentry@ferc.gov>; Leonard Tao <Leonard.Tao@ferc.gov> 

Subject: Is this better? Draft notice to reporters on Ky call 

We can put the photo in, but I wanted to get the content to you all first. I'm thinking 
that the Bloomberg story succinctly puts all the elements of what we're saying 
together in a manageable format. 

Kentucky Coal Country: Chat with Chatterjee 

"On Sept. 29, U.S. Secretary of Energy Rick Perry directed FERG to rewrite rules on 
power prices so coal plants can recover costs at 'a fair rate of return.' The request fits 
with [FERC Chairman Neil] Chattetjee's assertion that coal be 'properly 
compensated' for its reliability, though critics say that lets the government pick 
winners and losers. If carried out, the plan could keep plants from closing by letting 
prices be set in a way that takes their operating costs into account. That would fix 
their chief problems: Gas, wind and solar prices have fallen below what coal plants 
need to cover costs. Chatterjee has 60 days to modify or adopt the plan. And there's 
reason to act quickly. President Trump's official pick to head FERG, Jones Day 
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lawyer Kevin Mcintyre, is awaiting Senate confirmation." 

"Tho Coal Fan With a Chance to Tip the Scales in Its Favor," Bloomberg Businessweek, October 5, 2017 

You are invited to a conference call 

With FERC Chairman (and Kentucky native) Neil Chatterjee 

10 a.m. ET (9 a.m. CT) Thursday, Nov. 2, 2017 

Please RSVP to mediadl@ferc.gov for call-in information 

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, or FERG, is an independent agency 
that regulates the interstate transmission of electricity, natural gas, and oil. FERG also 
reviews proposals to build liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminals and interstate natural 
gas pipelines, and licenses hydropower projects. Kentucky native Neil Chatterjee is 
Chairman of FERG, which is now considering a proposal from the Department of 
Energy on whether FERG-jurisdictional organized electric power markets adequately 
compensate coal and nuclear generators for their contribution to the reliability and 
resilience of the nation's grid. 

Chairman Chatterjee served Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky) as energy 
policy advisor. He was nominated to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission by 
President Donald J. Trump in May 2017 and confirmed by the U.S. Senate on August 
4, 2017. On August 10, 2017, President Trump named him Chairman. A native of 
Lexington, Ky., Chairman Chatterjee is a graduate of St. Lawrence University and the 
University of Cincinnati, College of Law. 

Chairman Chatterjee's latest FERG Open Access podcast is here 
Chairman Chatterjee's recent speech to the Energy Bar Association is here 

Call me with questions! 

Mary O'Driscoll 

Director, Media Relations 

Office of External Affairs 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

(202) 502-8680 

·\~·~ 
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